Harmonisation of laboratory tests for rheumatic diseases: still a long way to go

Antinuclear antibodies (ANAs), antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCAs), rheumatoid factor (RF) and antibodies to citrullinated peptides (ACPA) are widely used laboratory markers to support the diagnosis of ANA-associated systemic rheumatic diseases, ANCA-associated vasculitis and rheumatoid arthritis. Despite the fact that these tests are broadly used, they all suffer from a lack of harmonisation.

Pisetsky et al. recently reported on assay variation in the detection of ANAs in the sera of patients with established systemic lupus erythematosus. Differences in ANA reactivity were found between different indirect immunofluorescence (IIF) methods and between IIF and immunoassays. Infantino et al. further stressed (1) that such variation holds for fluorescence intensity and for pattern recognition, and (2) that there is no consensus on the IIF cut-off and on whether anticytoplasmic antibodies should be considered ANA. Variation in ANA detection by IIF holds for manual methods and for automated or computer-assisted diagnostic systems. Largely, there is increasing awareness that there is variation in ANA detection by IIF and that such variation may affect diagnostic/clinical evaluation, entry in clinical trials or prescription of therapeutic agents. Variation in ANA detection is not limited to IIF but has also been reported in the detection of antigen-specific antibodies by dot/line blot assays.

ANCAs by IIF also suffers from variation. As variation was less pronounced for proteinase-3 (PR3)-ANCA and myeloperoxidase (MPO)-ANCA by immunoassay, a revised 2017 international consensus on testing of ANCs in granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA) and microscopic polyangiitis (MPA) proposed that high-quality immunoassays can be used as the primary screening method for patients suspected of having the ANCA-associated vasculitides GPA and MPA without the categorical need for IIF. Even though the overall performance of immunoassays for PR3-ANCA and MPO-ANCA is comparable (similar areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve), the assays do not give comparable ANCA values. The use of a reference material could improve comparability of test results for assays that correlate well, which, however, is not the case for all assays.

Finally, poor harmonisation of RF and ACPA assays and of test result interpretation has recently also been reported. For RF there is poor numerical agreement between the assays even though a common reference material is used. Moreover, manufacturer-specific cut-off values are not aligned between the different assays, resulting in variation in sensitivity and specificity between the assays. Such variation has clinical consequences as a fraction of patients will or will not be classified as RA (according to the 2010 American College of Rheumatology/European League Against Rheumatism criteria) depending on the assay used.

Taken together, there is variation in most of the assays that are currently widely used to support the diagnosis of rheumatic disorders. Such variation is not limited to IIF but is also observed with other technologies. Laboratory professionals, clinicians and the diagnostic industry should closely collaborate in order to better harmonise the laboratory diagnostic process.
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